It's Summertime in Chicago: Traveling from Hyde Park to Downtown

Summer is one of the best times of the year to explore Chicago and experience the many museums, concerts, outdoor spaces, restaurants and landmarks that the Loop has to offer. If you’re living in (or near) Hyde Park, take advantage of these transportation resources to have a fun and safe summer in the city.

**THE LOOP**

**Metra Electric**
Take the Metra Electric train from Millenium Station to the 55th/57th st. or 59th st. stop.

**CTA #2 Bus: Hyde Park Express**
Board the #2 in the Loop on State St. and take that until you arrive at the midway.

**CTA #6 Bus: Jackson Park Express**
Board the #6 in the Loop on State st. and take that until you arrive at Stony Island and 59th st.

**WEST LOOP**

**CTA #28 Bus: Stony Island**
Board the #28 at Union Station and take that until you arrive at Stony Island and 59th st.

**CTA Pink Line to #28 Bus: Stony Island**
Transfer from the Pink Line at the Harold Washington Library stop to the #28 bus at Jackson and Dearborn. Take this until you arrive at Stony Island and 59th st.

**SOUTH LOOP**

**Metra Electric**
Take the Metra Electric train from Museum Campus/11th st. to the 55th/57th st. or 59th st. stop.

**CTA #2 Bus: Hyde Park Express**
Board the #2 at 1100 S Columbus and take that until you arrive at the midway.

**HYDE PARK**

**Metra Electric**
Exit and Enter the Metra at 55th/57th st. or 59th st. stop.

**CTA Buses**
Depart and pick up the buses from the Stony Island and 59th st. stop.

---

**Plan Your Route**
- CTA Trip Planner
- CTA Fare Info
- Metra Electric Schedule & Line Map
- Metra Fare Info
- Divvy Bike Rack Map
- UChicago Divv Bike Discount Info

**Get Around Hyde Park**
- UChicago Transportation
- University “UGo” Shuttles
- UCPD Safety Escort
- Lyft Ride Smart at UChicago